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LPE SIGNS 6 NEW STRATA COMMUNITIES IN PAST 5 DAYS
LOCALITY PLANNING ENERGY ACQUISITION UPDATE
HIGHLIGHTS


LPE signs 5 existing strata communities in SEQ



LPE signs first strata community in growing Mackay Region, NQ



Total apartments/units 322



Estimated annual energy consumption 2.5GW



All on 5 year electricity supply contracts



Part of growing current pipeline of 400+ strata communities under negotiation

LPE continue to grow their energy under management profile with a further 6 existing strata communities
signing conversion contracts. This increases LPE’s strata communities under management, either in the
conversion process or currently supplying, to 27.
The 6 existing strata communities are a mix of permanent accommodation, short stay leases and
commercial retail. In total there are 322 apartments/units with estimated annual energy consumption of
2.5GWpa and all with 5 year supply contracts. The signing of the first contract in Mackay, Queensland
provides a springboard to open up other opportunities in this rapidly growing region of North Queensland.
LPE currently has pipeline of 400+ strata communities in various stages of the negotiation/conversion
process which based on an 80% pipeline completion rate, represents ~170GW of annual energy under
management and over 40% of LPE’s initial target of 400GW target.

Tivoli - Surfers Paradise

Seavue - Clontarf

Malibu - Mooloolaba
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Caribbean – Kawana

Island Quays – Kawana

Rivermarque – Mackay

On behalf of the Board
Damon Sweeny
Company Secretary

About Locality Planning Energy Pty Ltd (LPE)
LPE is an energy retailer authorised by the Australian Energy Regulator (AER) to supply and sell electricity
to residential customers throughout the National Energy Market (NEM). LPE supplies and manages
electricity sales to strata communities, both existing and new developments, generating significant
savings on electricity delivered to strata community common areas and its occupants.
Currently LPE hold 1 of only 23 active small customer energy retail authorisations with the AER Australia
wide focussed on residential customers. LPE’s unique purchasing model is matched against 5 to 10 year
supply contracts providing LPE with consistent recurring revenues. LPE is transforming the electricity retail
supply industry by providing an intelligent solution to help its customers shift away from high electricity
costs, with no risk and no cost upfront cost. LPE is at the forefront of innovative electricity supply with a
commitment to the integration of technology and renewable infrastructure, to provide the highest
savings to its customers.
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